Five Meets Aggies In Garden Tomorrow

Teams Battle In Opener For Fifth Time

Nat Holman’s Beaver hoopsters will open their season Saturday night when they tangle with a squad from the University of Oklahoma. The Indians are coached by ex-Aggie sophomore B. J. Davis, who guided Oklahoma to a third place finish last year.

In the previous year’s scrap the Indians defeated the Aggies twice. The Aggies, and probably the biggest disappointment of the year, are also scheduled to open their season Saturday night.

Wyoming, led by Coach E. J. B. Beddo, will face the Indians Saturday night to open their season. Although this house seems to have a new look to it, Coach Beddo has already won the hearts of the Aggie fans with his phenomenal coaching ability.

The Aggies, paired with City, are also scheduled to play the Indians on Saturday night. The Indians, led by Coach E. J. B. Beddo, will face the Aggies in an exciting match.
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For Centralized Activity

Term after term, The Ticker has anxiously continued the well that centralization which has, for the past three years, been the outstanding feature of extracurricular activities. These committees may be termed "centralization," for their efforts are not only to "centralize" but to "standardize" and not just come on the part of the organizations.

Thus it can be said that the committee of Student Council which is designated as the "Student Activities Committee" has been busy with the following tasks: the removal of "stagnation" from the student body, the "standardization" of the activities of the student body, and the "standardization" of the activities of the student body.

This is to say that those who give their time neither outside nor inside the school have not been doing so without the knowledge of the Student Council. And also, those who are not members of the Student Council have not been doing so without the knowledge of those who are members of the Student Council. And again, those who are not members of the Student Council have not been doing so without the knowledge of those who are members of the Student Council.

The Student Council has urged to write or wire or in any way communicate with our vacation to present in advance the coming term's program. Are those "boyf; -flVPflS fn h^rrtm^ ^r>r^rvrt^n activities to the entering freshmen each semester as part of the "student body" activities?

Lucas recommends the "Student Activities Committee" as the "Student Activities Committee" to students. According to Lucas, the "Student Activities Committee" should be "organized" and "coordinated" for the following reasons:

1. The war has diverted the interest of students toward land interests, which will be allowed to enjoy their Constitutional rights when they don't conform.
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If You Don't Get Lost
Men—Forget The Cost
By Jerry Smolitz
It's a smoky, murky atmosphere that you walk into... It's just two flights up and then to your left... It's a small room, dimly lit. But it's hot, it's a warm room... It's smoke filled, and inviting...

It is easily accessible from any part of the city. It's neither far from the station nor near... It's heaven and it's hell... It's enlightening, yet it's depressing...

In the early part of January... a special committee of the Student Council, the thirty-third room will become available to the students of City College... and possibly some instructors also...

It will buzz and hum with the din of excitement... It will pulsate to the movement of the story...

This is not an every day occurrence... This is a semi-annual affair... It's sort of like a dance... The kind of dance that one dreams of but has never seen... The kind of dance that one expects in delinquent courts...

The kind of dance that necessitates the reform school... the penitentiary... It has been running ahead of our story... It's an event that brings back a memory for the roar of the twenties... the glory nineteen and not the glory nineteen and a half... It's true, it's stimulating, it's divine, it's obscene...

It brings out the best in movies... in dances... in liquor... in the city... in your heart... in your soul... in your thoughts...

Dancing to the beat... eye estigmatism... It is a dance where the control and the strains... They say they are in good shape... and they know where to go for the Seniors Smoker... then again that's getting ahead of our story

47 Class Seeks Queen of Beauty

In an effort to find "Miss '47," the largest class in City College, the Prim, as well as the famous dancing couple, the Hartmans, McCing will be done by a City College Evening School senior, Murray, Jack, Jerry and the orchestra and vocalist Ruth Eiloise will provide a dance number. A minuet of minder of what Thanksgiving dinner... that has been the turkey dinner served at midnight... All these expecting should note the following reminders...

You cannot get your ticket until your pledge was paid. Tickets will be distributed Tuesday.

The Grand March begins at 9:30... The names will be posted on the programs. Be sure to get the full names of the lady and her escort... a member of the Prom Committee will be there to answer any questions...

The WAC Book Drive Starts This Week
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Support of the students' and faculty.

Following up these drives with a rapid one-twel, the WAC will sell tokens, novelties, and trinkets for the various War Relief organizations... students are expected to attend the dance which is held in the Student Council... and the students... and the war effort... is being conducted by the 4th National War Bond Drive. Rosalind Klein, chairman of WAC, has issued a demand for token sales... students are expected to attend the dance which will be held in the Student Council... and the students are expected to attend the dance which will be held in the Student Council... and the students are expected to attend the dance which will be held in the Student Council... and the students are expected to attend the dance which will be held in the Student Council... and the students are expected to attend the dance which will be held in the Student Council... and the students are expected to attend the dance which will be held in the Student Council... and the students are expected to attend the dance which will be held in the Student Council... and the students...